
 

 

STUDENT COMPANIES 2018 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
 

AbsolutArma Quality army wear made affordable 

Norway NO 

 

Accessories UB 
Cases and pop sockets and headphone 
cases 

The Netherlands NL 

  

Bakslang 
Flexible baking mold for endless 
possibilities in different shapes of cakes 

Sweden SE 

  

Bärlyckan UF 
Embracing people who live in the center of 
Malmö to purchase locally grown products 

Finland FI 

  

BC Design Ny Unique wooden business cards 

Sweden SE 
  

BottleGlass UF 
Handmade drinking glasses that are made 
from used glass bottles 

Norway NO 

  

Brilliant UB 
A pillow that makes it comfortable to lay down 
wearing glasses 

Norway NO 

  

Buckeye UB 
App with which you get a full view over all 
tourist attractions in a selected area 

Finland FI 

  

Cafcoa JA-YE Delicious seasoned coffee, tea and cocoa 

Norway NO 

  

Chaga Plus UB 
Products containing Chaga that are perfect 
for those who need a quick and healthy meal 

Estonia EE 
  

Chocò La Te DIY chocolate making kit 

Sweden SE 
  

Chocol'aid UF 
Thin pieces of melted chocolate with varying 
toppings 

Turkey TR 

  

Clamp 
Easiness for all types of customers in market 
- easily switch off or on the lights by clapping 
your hands 

Russia RU 
  

ComfortEra Original household products 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

Red Gold 
Afghan saffron that has been certified as one 
of the world's best saffron 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Sweden SE 

  

Crunchy Oats UF 
Delicious home-blended müsli which in fact is 
a mix of both granola and regular müsli 

The Netherlands NL 
  

CuddleMi A pacifier with a toy is much better together 

Italy IT 
  

Deepsy JA 
Deepsybag helps you to not get your phone 
battery down - it is the smart pocket bag with 
a power bank included 

The Netherlands NL 
  

DEXX Innovations 
An accessory for your bicycle that makes 
transporting bags easy and safe 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

DishGLo A dishwashing glove that has the sponge on it 

Finland FI 
  

DWJ NY 
Retailing company that sells Diewithjustice 
products 

The Netherlands NL 
  

Easy Tape 
Product that solves the problem for struggling 
to find the beginning of a roll of tape 

Norway NO 
  

Ecosmetics UB Home-made beauty and wellness products 

Estonia EE 

  

Edible 
Edible and biodegradable disposable cutlery, 
that is meant to replace plastic cutlery 

Italy IT 
  

Elbram JA 
Young and innovative company that aims to 
valorize the richness of its land 

Sweden SE 

  

Element UF 

Social activist fueling the merge between our 
concept, diversity, and our chosen medium 
for conveying it, jewelry, while preserving 
elegance 

Denmark DK 

  

Fiber Water 
Water with natural fibers that is clear like 
water, and it feels and tastes like water 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

FinEstix 
Smart lamps for people, who appreciate 
simplicity and efficiency 

Italy IT 

  

Fitech JA 
Items for sport addicted people - keep comfort 
and pleasure 

Sweden SE 

  

FOX UF 
A platform of informative YouTube videos for 
6th-9th graders to help them study 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Norway NO   Freeze UB   

Italy IT 

  

Future Innovation JA 
SOS Power - the first cable that lets you get 
energy from a friend's smartphone 

Sweden SE 

  

Get Organized 
Ease and organize your bag during your trip - 
our dust bags reduce the use of plastic since 
our bag is reusable 

Sweden SE 

  

GlazCare 
A practical and sustainable drinking glass for 
everyday life with a print that will motivate you 
to improve our society 

The Netherlands NL 

  

GLOBE 
Durable cheese planks, which are made of 
recycled wine bottles that are prepared in a 
glass melting furnace 

Sweden SE 
  

Go Vacay UF 
Unique pineapple logo t-shirts and hoodies 
that can be worn all year around 

Latvia LV 
  

HandySac 
Sports bags that are waterproof, show our 
Latvian identity and have two divided pockets  

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Happy Moments 
Handmade soap with a toy inside to motivate 
children to wash their hands as well as 
piñatas for special events 

Finland FI 

  

Home Design JA-YE Handmade drawings and postcards 

The Netherlands NL 
  

Iesea 
A baby carrier fastened with a click buckle 
instead of a knot 

Sweden SE 

  

Joy uf 
Handmade chocolate pralines, produced by 
the workers of Joy UF 

Sweden SE 
  

KEY UF Gift kits and homemade edible lip scrubs 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

KitchenSmart 
Eight different products for eight different 
tasks involving kitchen-work 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

KLAPP 
Smart earphone holders with NFC tag that 
are going to make your music listening 
experience easier 

Finland FI 

  

Korismi NY Baskets with Finnish products 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Estonia EE 

  

Labüü 
Wooden labyrinth balance boards to make 
working out fun 

Norway NO 

  

Lift It UB 
Revolutionary new product that suits every 
public toilet 

Norway NO 
  

Lumière UB 
Exclusive quality-lamps of hard wood that 
serve the high end of the market in Norway 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Marise 
Works of folk art and folk art that show how 
we love our edge and our country of Estonia 

Austria AT   Message In[team] 
We spread "messages" in a very intimate way 
- messages are to be found on our 
underpants 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Milagro Piñatas, souvenirs 

Israel IL 

  

MILESTONES 
An educational game that encourages the 
players to learn the road safety rules and 
values 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

Milove 
Unique, handmade jewelry made with good 
materials that look gorgeous on everyone 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

MiniAds Our student company creates advertising 

Israel IL 

  

NEMO 
An egg shaped plastic container which peels 
every egg by shaking the peelegg with some 
water 

Sweden SE 

  

NMA CHARGE UF  
Self-designed bracelets that when in need 
can turned into a charging bracelet 

Estonia EE 
  

ÕF Prode 
Delicious handmade protein bars that come in 
two flavors: coconut and berries 

Turkey TR 

  

OPTIPIE  
A bag that was designed and created with the 
customer in mind 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

Ortus 
Wireless speakers that offer high quality 
sound for good price 

Finland FI 
  

Parhelia NY Handmade jewelry from Finland 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Finland FI 

  

Patch Bag NY 
Bags personalized with patches - you can 
design your own bag 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Pets United 
A website where pet owners can find pet care 
takers 

Finland FI 
  

Poreilux NY 
Bath bombs with organic and natural 
ingredients 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

POX company 
Wireless speaker made from wood and 3D 
printed 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

Professional 
Planning 

Trip planning service 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 
  

Rainkicks Waterproof shoe covers 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Rainy safe Dog umbrellas and raincoats 

Sweden SE 

  

ReBurn UF 
Candles made by recycled wine bottles and 
stearic waste 

Turkey TR 

  

Redkit 

Charger Aid that protects the port of your 
charger, Phone Holder stabilises your phone 
while charging, Just US-B protects the gates 
of your laptop 

Estonia EE 

  

Roonik 
Innovative notebook with unique design and 
appearance 

Latvia LV 

  

Safe & Stable 
Cane with integrated sensor, that helps old 
and blind people 

Sweden SE 
  

Skånekorgen 
Local produced delicacies from south of 
Sweden 

Norway NO 

  

SKOJ - posen UB 
Cotton shopping bags, each with a personal 
design of your choice 

Norway NO 

  

SkrUBbis 
Homemade, scented with vanilla or citrus 
soaps 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Smart Shopping  
Special bags with four sectors to make  your 
shopping easier 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

The Netherlands NL 

  

SmartCompare 

An online study platform for students which 
not only helps choose the study that suits 
you, but where you also can find everything 
you need 

Sweden SE 
  

SnackTastic UF Healthy protein bars and nutmixes 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

So Fann 
Beautiful and original waist bags that is a 
needed style piece for everybody 

Italy IT 
  

SoftSkin JA 
Coffeloa, an innovative facial cream made of 
aloe vera and coffee 

Sweden SE 
  

Stay Charged 
Practical mobile accessories with high-end 
design and quality 

The Netherlands NL 

  

Survive the night 
A little bag that contains everything a woman 
needs when going out 

Russia RU 

  

Sweet tales 
Different kinds of sweets, including lollipops, 
chocolate candies, brittles and chewy candies 

The Netherlands NL 

  

SYL 
Best accessory to make your bag unique with 
a socially responsible production process 

Estonia EE 
  

TecoCube Edible coffee cubes 

Norway NO 

  

TerraPlast UB 
Recycled plastic by using a machine that 
shreds it into flakes which will be used in 
other machines to create new things 

The Netherlands NL 

  

The Trafficator The bike blinker "blink before you go" 

Finland FI 
  

T-memes Ny Meme, humor shirts 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

TRACKIDDO & SPB 
Sweets and toys - a beautiful, tasty and 
above all healthy product 

Central Baltic 
project 

CB 

  

Tucked 
Shirt holders that prevent shirt from coming 
out of your pants 

Norway NO 
  

Tut UB 
Accessories that give you a better grip around 
your phone - pop sockets 



 

 

COUNTRY ABBR. LOGO STUDENT COMPANY PRODUCT/SERVICE 

Norway NO 

  

UB Tuten 
Item that makes your soda cans like a normal 
bottle which you can close 

Norway NO 
  

UnderBar UB 
Bars of natural ingredients to make it easier 
for you to eat healthy on a busy day 

Latvia LV 

  

Unique Latvia Various food products made of pumpkins  

Norway NO 
  

UniTour UB 
An adjustable hiking- and ski pole with built-in 
technological functions 

Denmark DK 
  

Unobrush 
Hands-free toothbrush that makes brushing 
your teeth smarter, faster and more hygienic 

Austria AT 

  

WEPEN 
Wooden pen boxes, retractable pencils and 
ball point pens which can be designed 
individually 

Finland FI 
  

Wooden Hanger NY Charismatic wooden storage solutions 

Norway NO 
  

WRING UB 
The next generation of technology, which will 
make everyday life more easier 

Sweden SE 
  

XO Lashes  Cruelty free synthetic false eyelashes 

The Netherlands NL 

  

X-pop 
A grip to help you text easier, take better 
pictures and stop dropping your phone 

Sweden SE 

  

Your Tray UF Serving trays with a personal touch 

Sweden SE 

  

Youth Store YE 
Wide range of customizable t-shirts and 
hoodies which are also printed by ourselves 

 

 


